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APM HEXSEAL, HELPING SEAL UP THE
BORDERS?
APM Hexseal is playing a major role in Homeland
Security at our borders. APM Hexseal's Self-Sealing
Fasteners are being used in vehicle identification
equipment, specifically in:
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License Plate Readers
Container Code Readers
Commercial Vehicle Enforcement with USDOT
number readers

The license plate
readers, for
example, can
scan 1,800
plates per
minute while
simultaneously
running them
through crime
databases. The
necessity to
provide precision accuracy and reliable performance is key
to ensuring our borders are safe and protected.

Watch All Videos

To keep the devices working properly and safe from dust,
water, vibration and any other contaminants that affect
performance, Homeland Security uses the APM Hexseal
self-sealing fastener line of products. APM's patented, preassembled self-sealing screws and fasteners provide both

fastening and sealing integrity in a single unit. Unique
design features a resilient silicone O-ring held captive in a
precision asymmetrical groove under the head. Vibrationresistant and reusable screws, bolts and nuts withstand
internal and external pressures/vacuum to 20,000+ psi.
When vibration is an issue, APM offers a full line of preapplied self-locking techniques (pellets, strips, patches).
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SEELOC® Washers are self-sealing, vibration-resistant
washers, each having a silicone rubber section, molded and
bonded to a stainless steel formed washer ideal for large or
slotted holes.

Features and Benefits:












Positive sealing under vacuum or pressure
Install like a conventional fastener
Reusable & compatible with all surface finishes
Metal-to-metal contact assures fastening integrity
Optional O-ring seal materials - silicone rubber,
BUNA-N, *Viton®, others (O-Ring materials &
characteristics selection chart)
Uniform, high-strength design
UL Recognized
Optional thread locking add-ons
Optional tamper-resistent heads
No chemicals to apply, no worker respiratory or
environmental disposal issues

Read more about self-sealing fastener line.

APM HEXSEAL OFFERS SEMINAR ON
PROTECTION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS AT
NEW-TECH EXHIBITION IN ISRAEL

Register for Seminar Here
APM Hexseal will be conducting a seminar at the New-Tech
exhibition in Tel-Aviv, Israel, on May 19-20, 2015, with a focus
on how to seal control devices from environmental attack.
Topics covered will include how to select the right protection; is
a "sealed switch" the answer to my problems?; is there a universal
boot for all conditions?; can I color code?
APM Hexseal's full range of sealing hardware will also be
covered, for sealing control enclosures and for sealing process
equipment.
Space is limited, so click on this article today! (if you are interested in a
sealing expert visiting your company to conduct a seminar, just drop a
quick email to johnd@apmhexseal.com)

Look for next week's newsletter to learn more
about APM Hexseal's sealing solutions!
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